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Current scholarship has emphasised the correlation between enforcement of corporate and securities laws and
strong capital markets. Yet, the issue of how private and public enforcement may achieve the twin objectives
of compensation and optimal deterrence remains controversial. While enforcement strategies have been
studied extensively in the highly developed stock markets in the US and the UK, which are characterised by
having dispersed shareholdings among their publicly listed companies, there is comparatively less attention
placed on successful and high-functioning Asian economies where concentrated shareholdings are the norm.
This study fills the gap by focusing on Hong Kong and Singapore, which are leading international financial
centres in Asia. In the aftermath of the Asian financial crisis of 1997, Hong Kong and Singapore have changed
their laws to strengthen the private enforcement framework. Public enforcement activities have also been
significant. The question that arises is whether these reforms and enforcement activities have been successful
in reaching the afore-mentioned objectives. Based on our study of breaches of directorial duties and corporate
disclosure violations involving listed companies from 2000 to 2015, we find that (1) private enforcement
remains rare and public enforcement continues to dominate; and (2) there exist important, but limited,
substitutes to private enforcement: the securities regulators use public enforcement mechanism to obtain
compensation for investors in selected cases and the shareholders file requisitions to remove the errant
directors. We argue that: (a) there is a significant gap in enforcement strategies for directorial wrongdoing in
Singapore; (b) for public enforcement of corporate disclosure violations in both Hong Kong and Singapore,
the beneficiaries of the compensation should be the investors (rather than the company) and the defendants
should be confined to the errant directors (rather than the companies). Our study is relevant to those seeking
reforms to their securities framework on the powers of regulators and improving their enforcement
framework.

All are welcome!
Admission is free of charge!
To join us, please register your interest here by 7 March 2018.
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